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Abstract 

The power distribution network has grown complex and vulnerable as it increases its demand. The 
system's reliability has become a prominent factor for the end-users, although the continuity of supply in 
the distribution network still remains a challenge. In order to achieve the same distribution, automation 
came into the picture. The term “Distribution Automation” usually refers to an advanced switching 
system, which works as a subsystem of the existing network. The purpose of the subsystem is to offer 
real-time observation and control in distribution networks and electricity market operations. 
Consequently, the development of an autonomous system for isolating failures and restoring power for 
the distribution of LV (low voltage)/MV (medium voltage) can be an attractive solution for improving 
energy facilities' reliability. Advanced management techniques are devices and algorithms used to 
analyze, diagnose, and predict conditions in a distribution network, as well as to identify and take 
appropriate corrective actions to eliminate, mitigate, and prevent power outages and power quality 
problems. To demonstrate the model, we used a PIC16F877, CT microcontroller, and a power supply 
unit. 
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Introduction 

The term automation means performing certain tasks automatically, quickly, and accurately without 
human intervention. Without a microcontroller system, automation cannot be achieved without a 
communication network and some associated firmware systems. Distribution Automation System (DAS) 
is an application of automation. Distribution automation systems help automatically to monitor, protect, 
and control switching behavior in real time mode through intelligent electronic devices. However, with 
high impedance faults, it makes it challenging to deal with, as discussed by other studies. In many 
discussions, it has been found that various ranges of filters can be implemented to identify and isolate the 
faulty section [1-3]. When automated, utilities can segregate and restore power services in the event of a 
failure in a matter of seconds. As per the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), a 
Distribution Automation System is defined as a system that allows utilities to monitor distantly, 
synchronize, and operate distribution components in real-time [4]. Multivariable system is under 
observation for fault diagnosis achieved by the operation of an emulator. The vector emulator employed 
in fault detection in combination with Kalam filters has been elaborated [5-7]. New methods are used to 
monitor basic elements in a timely manner for quick diagnosis and proper response to any event. They 
also support market pricing, strengthen asset management, and operate efficiently. Automation is part of 
grid technology. Distribution network technology is used in power generation, transmission, and medium 
voltage distribution networks. 
 Automatic control schemes can be presented for detecting the fault automatically, segregation, and 
recovery in automatic distribution networks. This is called feeder automation [8-10]. If the distribution 
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network fails, there are two sets of affected end-users. The first group is the bad area of the feeder. They 
must wait until the end of the process to recover the faulty part before restoring power. The second group 
consists of end-users who can recover power from the main or backup power source by changing the 
switch installed in the feeder's appropriate position. Typically, the number of end-users in the second 
group is much higher than the number of end-users in the first group. The connection of the good and 
faulty parts to the feeder must be disconnected before restoring the second group's power [11-13]. One 
can then restore power from the primary or backup power source by changing the switch's correct 
position on the feeder. In a manual power distribution system, fault isolation and service recovery 
activities occur after the faulty team detects a fault. However, implementing a feeder automation solution 
can significantly reduce the disruption suffered by affected end-users [14]. The intelligent feeder 
automation system automatically detects faults, executes algorithms, separates the faulty part from the 
normal part, and restores the power to the affected end user as quickly as possible [15]. These 
technologies rely heavily on four technology areas. For example, monitoring of basic components 
(sensing and measurement), provision of timely and appropriate response (integrated communication), 
quick diagnosis of any event (improved interface and intention), and Decision support. [16,17]. Faults 
occurring in the power system have been differentiated into 2 categories, namely hard and soft types of 
fault. These faults have been categorized based on the intensity of the fault. State-space model has been 
implemented for problem detection and isolation [18]. Authors have emphasized the various advantages 
of the distribution automation system like reduced maintenance, consumer satisfaction, improved data 
and information, and deferred capital investment. This system's implementation was possible through the 
existing communication channel and important electrical equipment like voltage regulators, capacitors, 
and power reclosers [19,20]. 
 
Materials and methods 

 Proposed system hardware 
 This hardware is designed as per the proposed scheme and mentioned specifications below. The 
hardware has been implemented as per the requirement of the system and based on the simulation. To 
demonstrate the fault identification on the LV side, 2 different feeders have been considered: namely 
feeder 1 and feeder 2.  
 

 
Figure 1 Circuit diagram for proposed system hardware implemented for fault localization and isolation. 
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Figure 2 Hardware of proposed system. 
 

 
Proposed architecture for LV feeder automaton 
The purpose of the implementation of the proposed hardware is to develop autonomous fault 

isolation and power recovery algorithm to propose an automatic LV distribution system. Prior to 
developing the algorithm, literature available was explored to find the possibility of switching from a 
manual operating system to an automated system. The general form of the LV distribution network is 
shown in Figure 3. Among them, A and B are HRC fuses, usually closed line jumpers, and usually open 
line jumpers. In the existing literature of low voltage distribution systems, only 2 switches are called fuses 
and jumpers, so converting field devices in the low voltage distribution system to remote-controlled 
switchgear is not complicated. An electrical breaker can be an option to be replaced in place of the fuse. 
Similarly, isolators can be an option in place of wire jumpers. However, controlling them remotely is a 
difficult task overall. 

Therefore, remote terminal units/smart electronics need to be integrated with these two switches. In 
order to do so, a microcontroller has been attached to the system. The archive device can operate in 
standalone mode. The expected automation cannot be achieved by running in standalone mode. These 
devices must operate as slave devices in the chief control system to achieve automation of the low voltage 
power supply. Therefore, the main control system needs to be introduced into the automatic isolation of 
faulty sections and recovery of the system. The main control section must be located at the control center. 
The device and the main controller need to be integrated with a communication medium. The 
communication medium may be wired or wireless. A single-line diagram of a typical feeder in a 
distribution grid is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the proposed low voltage feeder automation 
management. The controller and the device are the main parts of the system implemented in hardware. 
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Figure 4 SLD of a Typical Feeder of a Distribution Network. 
 
 
 

  
 
Figure 5 Proposed LV Feeder Automation Management.      

 
 

Fault location based on the fault current detects the fault portion by calculating the power terminal's 
fault impedance at a position where the bus voltage is generally less than 80 % of the nominal voltage 
value. The positive and 0 sequences fault impedance is calculated to determine the fault location based on 
the distributed network's different grounding systems. The fault location based on the Power Termination 
Unit (FTU) signals is a typical example to explain this method's operation. As shown in Figure 5, the 
circuit breaker (CB), the automatic switch 1 (REC1), and the automatic switch 2 (REC2) are placed at the 
start of the distribution network. The protection coordination algorithm must be considered by setting the 
tripping and tripping signals of the overcurrent relay. 

In the case of underground cables, MV failure management relies on a secondary substation device 
similar to that described above but supplemented by a fault detector. In this case, the program is 
somewhat different to avoid closing the defective part. For the operation of the automation system, 
consider Figure 5. In the event of a fault, initially open the circuit breaker supplying the HV / MV 
substation. During the line's dead time, the remote terminal unit of substation 1 (RTU 1) sends a message 
downstream to check the second substation's fault indicator. 
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Figure 6 General Fault Current Isolation of LV Feeder. 
 
 

Figure 6 shows a flow diagram of the control system of the proposed lv feeder automation 
management and Figure 7 shows general fault current isolation of the LV feeder. In this fault current 
isolation scheme, consumers connected to the faulty feeder are disconnected from the supply. Hence, 
supply reliability of other consumers is also affected by the fault. 

 

 
 
Figure 7 Flow Diagram of Control System of Proposed LV Feeder Automation Management. 
 

 
Figure 8 Proposed Scheme of Fault Current Isolation for LV Feeder Automation. 

 
 

Figure 8 shows the Proposed Scheme of Fault Current Isolation for LV Feeder Automation. In this 
proposed scheme fault, a current is isolated by removing actual faulty part of feeder, not the entire feeder. 
So the reliability of consumer supply is more. The hardware and electrical parameters are mentioned 
below. 
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A. Input Source  = 12 V, 1Amp ,  
B. Bridge Circuit = 1  
C. Microcontroller = PIC16F877A  
D. Seven Segment display = 1 
E. Switching Frequency = 20kHz 
F. Feeder 1 (FD1)  
  Fault load = 15e,10W  
  Relay Rating = 5Amp/250Vac  

  Current Transformer = up to 25Amp   
G. Feeder 2 (FD2)  
  Fault load = 15e,10W  

  Relay Rating = 5Amp/250Vac  
  Current Transformer = up to 25Amp  

 
Results and discussion 

The hardware to be implemented was simulated on MATLAB R2018a. The simulation results were 
observed and noted. The model consists of 2 feeders to demonstrate the switching process in case of fault 
on one of the given feeder. As there was a fault on feeder 1 at time t = 0.1 second, feeder 2 gets 
automatically connected to the load, and the supply is maintained. Figure 9 shows that the current and 
voltage plot of the Simulink model is observed and found that as the current increases rapidly at time t = 
0.1 second due to fault at feeder 1. Corresponding to the current at time t = 0.1, voltage suddenly drops to 
0 volt. At the same time, when the current and voltage at feeder 2 were observed, it was found to be zero 
at time t = 0.1 second. This clearly suggests that feeder 2 has been isolated from the system when a fault 
has occurred at feeder 1. Identification and islanding of faulty systems play an important role in providing 
consumers with reliable, efficient, and safe power supplies. This evolution, combined with the 
modernization of energy distribution networks, has led to the realization of self-healing capabilities, 
especially self-healing or automatic FLISR, to improve reliability, quality food, and operational 
efficiency. By deploying these distribution automation applications, utilities can achieve these 
performance goals and improve situational awareness and even reduce the potential economic losses. 
Likewise, by implementing distribution automation applications such as automatic error location, 
isolation, and service recovery in the event of system failure, the self-healing nature of the distribution 
network is presented as an effective solution to eliminate errors or interruptions in the distribution 
network automatically. Therefore, a significant improvement in the reliability of various reliability 
indexes can be obtained. Reducing “no energy supply” and troubleshooting time, as well as providing 
“quality service” are other functional benefits. In addition, one can get monetary benefits. Some of them 
involve increasing revenue (selling more energy), lowering customer costs per failure, and additional 
revenue for “higher quality” customers, labor/vehicle savings, and more. 

 

Figure 9 Voltage and current waveform for Feeder 1. 
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Figure 10 Voltage and current waveform for Feeder 2 

 
 

Figures 8 - 12 show the current waveforms of feeder 1 and feeder 2. The voltage waveform of 
feeder 1 and feeder 2 was obtained by simulating the power system with a fault triggered at t = 0.1s. A 
combination of FTU’s pick-up and tripping signals and the loss of voltage (LoV) for both fault detection 
and location was also observed. In Figure 9, the current is increased after a fault on the same feeder when 
the voltage of that feeder is zero. Thus, this is a combination of FTU’s pick-up and tripping signals and 
the loss of voltage (LoV). 

This document contains information about error detection, its location, and isolation in the 
distribution network. In the current operating policy, if the distribution network fails, the DG unit will 
automatically disconnect. Disconnection of DG units includes eliminating their effects on fault currents 
on the power distribution network's conventional protection systems. However, automatically 
disconnecting the DG unit in the event of a fault reduces the power distribution's reliability and increases 
the difficulty of fault isolation and service recovery plans. Therefore, the proposed system approach 
should be extended to be able to adapt to the distribution network in the future reliably. 
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